DUF1220 proteins regions show the largest Homosapiens lineage-specific increase in copy number of any protein-coding region in the human genome and map principally to 1q21.1, and partially also in 1p. DUF1220 deletions and reciprocal duplications have been associated with microcephaly and macrocephaly, respectively. In Colorado University Dr Sikela team established that human genome sequences encoding DUF1220, show a dramatically elevated copy number in the human lineage and variation in DUF1220 copy number has been linked to both brain size in humans and brain evolution among primates. Remarkably, dosage variations involving DUF1220 sequences have now been linked to human brain expansion, autism severity, total IQ, and cognitive and mathematical aptitude scores. We analyzed in chromosome 1q a large region of 218 contiguous DUF1220 as well as in the chromosome 1p five other regions of DUF1220 smaller, then a total of 245 DUF1220 proteins. We supplemented by analyzing 16 RNAs of NBPF genes containing these DUF1220 and also 3 representative NBPF genes from Neanderthal genome. Finally the method is extended ananlysing the long 1q21 region from 7 other close primates like Neanderthal, great apes : chimp, gorilla, orangutan and monkeys : macaque, marmoset, vervet. This remarkable property is confirmed by comparing these primates to other mammals such as mice, rabbit, cow, dolphin and Elephant. We then show four classes of multi-periodic fractal structures for all 19 DUF1220 regions and 19 NBPF genes studied cases. The analysis of these spectra of fractal periods2 reveals a simple linear interdependence, hierarchization and unification between the numerical sequences of each of these 4 spectra and the sequences of Fibonacci and Lucas. Given the evidence of this numerical relationship, we suggest that this discovery may be one of the major causes of a cognitive development of man superior to that of the great primates.
INTRODUCTION
To date, the exact function of the DUF1220 protein is not known. Meanwhile, DUF1220 proteins regions show the largest Homosapiens lineage-specific increase in copy number of any protein-coding region in the human genome and map principally to 1q21.1, and partially also in 1p. DUF1220 deletions and reciprocal duplications have been associated with microcephaly and macrocephaly, respectively. In Colorado University Dr Sikela team established that human Vol-1 Issue-1 SIFT DESK pletely studied in: "Humans and Primates Chromosomes4 Fractal CODES: periodic stationnary waveforms charaterizing and differenciating Neanderthal and Sapiens whole chromosomes DNA sequences". The four other articles will be: "Global and long range fractal differences between sapiens and neanderthal genomes" and "The Human Genome Optimum : a numerical universal law controling all LOH chromosomal deletions involved in human cancers " and « Sapiens mtDNA circular long-range numerical meta-structures are highly correlated with mtDNA diseases mutations » and « Fractal Chaos » : from Artificial Intelligence Neural Networks to Human Chromosomes DNA sequences Hidden Codes: Self-similarity and Scale Invariance.... genome sequences encoding DUF1220, show a dramatically elevated copy number in the human lineage and variation in DUF1220 copy number has been linked to both brain size in humans and brain evolution among primates (1, 2) . Attempts to link genetic and I.Q have been proposed from the 1970s (3). Now, particularly, dosage variations involving DUF1220 sequences have now been linked to human brain expansion, autism severity, total IQ, and cognitive and mathematical aptitude scores (4) .
There are many more copies of DUF1220 encoded in the human genome compared to the genome of any other species (Table1). Humans have approximately 270 haploid copies, far more than great apes (90-125 copies), monkeys (25-40 copies), and especially prosimians and non-primate mammals (1-9 copies) Dr Sikela Lab. demonstrates the hypothesis that increasing copy number of sequences encoding DUF1220 protein domains is a major contributor to the evolutionary increase in brain size, neuron number, and cognitive capacity that is associated with the primate order. They propose that this relationship is restricted to the anthropoid sub-order of primates (5, 6, 7, 8) . Table 1 below illustrates the distribution of DUF1220 and NBPF gene populations in different mammalian species: antropoids, prosimians, and other mammals. The NBPF genes that often contain these DUF1220 proteins also appear to play an important role.
Indeed, thanks to the CRISPR technology (Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats), it is now possible to modify locally the genomes, and more particularly the human genome (9) . Despite the precise function of these DUF1220 proteins is not yet known, however, it is already possible to imagine the potential, the risk and the ethical stake of genetic manipulations of this region using the CRISPR technology. Especially since it has been established that this region is extremely fragile, difficult to sequence, and often causes severe cerebral disorders.
For more than 25 years, we have been looking for possible global, even digital, structures that would organize DNA, genes, chromosomes, and even whole genomes (11, 12, 13, 14) .
We will analyze here several major sequences containing these proteins DUF1220 according to an original approach highlighting sorts of "fractal periodicities". (15) , this method of numerical analysis of chromosomal DNA sequences demonstrates the evidence of "fractal periods" and "resonance periods" characterizing each of the 24 human chromosomes as well as any partial or complete sequence of any chromosome.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 1 below, these resonances make it possible to differentiate the respective genomes of Neanderthal and Sapiens on the global scale of the 1q21.1 DUF1220 main rich region. Here a resonance of 12 nucleotides is common to both Sapiens and Neanderthal regions, however, the respective shapes of these resonance curves are radically different.
Comparing Sapiens and Neanderthal 1q21.1 DUF1220 rich regions
The main resonance period = 12
METHODS : Analysed whole human genomes :
We have completely and systematically analyzed the DUF1220 protein rich regions in many genomes and more specifically in each of the following 2 reference genomes: Neanderthal reference genome : 
Computing Fractal Periods and Resonances Summary :
We introduce here a method of global analysis of the roughness or fractal texture of the DNA sequences at the chromosome scale. To do this, we generalize the method of numerical analysis of the "Master Code of Biology" (15) . Thus, we restructure the sequence into different generic sequences based on "meta codons" no longer triplets of 3 nucleotides but values ranging from 17 to 377 nucleotides, ie 360 simulations. This method of analysis will then reveal, in most cases, discrete waves or interferences, most often dissonances. However, sometimes there will emerge kinds of resonances where all scales of analysis appear to be in symbiosis. The discrete interferences fields resulting from the analysis of an entire chromosome are therefore a three-dimensional space: Dim y (vertical) restructuring in meta codons of lengths 17 to 377 nucleotides Dim x (horizontal) derived mobile1 such that 1/2 1/3 1/4 ... 1 / n Dim z cumulated populations from the "Master code" operators (14). The + 1 / -1 derivatives will be of type increase, ie +1 if derivative increasing and will be of type decrease, ie -1 if derived decreasing. In this context we will explore these 3d spaces in 2 forms: -Horizontal, meta codons dimension: curves for a given meta codon dimension, see in the example "resonances" below (see Figure 4 ). These two independent methods lead in all the cases analyzed to the same period value: here, for example, the main period "horizontal scan" is a resonance of 12bp (FIG. 3) and the first 3 "vertical scan" periods are the periods 7 and 12 (FIG. 4) .
RESULTS :
The study of the long region6 of more than 5 million base pairs and containing 218 DUF1220 will reveal the spectrum of the following periods: Finally, we study the 19 cases of DUF1220 regions, including: the six regions from chromosome1 in Homosapiens, then we concentrate on the long region6 of 1q21.1 in Neanderthal, then in the large apes primates, then in Other primates, and finally in other mammals of which the small number of DUF1220 is known (see Table 1 Although Sapiens (17) has a much higher DNA sequencing quality than Neanderthal (16), it should be noted that the results for Neanderthal appear to be more compact than Sapiens. This may be due to the fact that the Neanderthal genomic sample comes from a single (or very small) number of individuals. On the contrary, the genome of Sapiens is a kind of consensus genome coming from a large number of individuals.
DISCUSSION :
We will discuss more precisely some remarkable points of this digital exploration of the regions DUF1220: Convergence, hierarchization and unification around the numbers of Fibonacci and Lucas of the 4 classes of digital spectra of the regions DUF1220 and the NBPF genes. The fourfold correlation between different mammalian species, brain evolution, populations of DUF1220 and our numerical classification. The study of the protein DUF1220. Dynamic analysis of the long region of 218 DUF1220. About the HIERARCHY of the 4 classes: First, we note this remarkable fact: each of the 4 digital spectra always starts with a sequence of 2 consecutive odd numbers (example 5 7). In the second place, these 4 sequences of odd numbers can be hierarchized with respect to the ratio Phi (where Phi is the number of gold = 1.618033 ...). 5 ÷ 3 = 1.666666667 7 ÷ 5 = 1.4 9 ÷ 7 = 1.285714286 11 ÷ 9 = 1.222222222 13 ÷ 11 = 1.181818182 It will be noted that the best ratio would be the ratio 3/5, where 3 and 5 are numbers of Fibonacci. Although we have not met this ratio among the 38 cases studied, we will specify that the analysis of the large hybrid region fusing the 2 region1 and region2 in 1p has indeed led to a Fibonacci type spectrum, 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 2 10 5 3 4 4 5 4 The three figures below and remarks (a) to (d) will enable the reader to grasp the potential of this method whose two strong points are unification between the genomics and proteomics images and On the other hand, a characterization of the fractal texture of the sequence and the demonstration of PERIODS. It is these periods which constitute the elementary brick of our spectral analysis, the object of this article. Comments: a) As shown in the figure above, one observes that -for one of the 3 codon reading frames and for one of the reading directions of the sequence -there is a very strong correlation (> 90% ) Between the master code image of the double-stranded DNA sequence and the master code of the virtual (or potential) amino acid translation of this same double strand. Here it may seem natural since it is a protein (DUF1220) but the same phenomena are universal throughout the genome, even for non-coding regions! This means that the master code produces a UNIFICATION between the 2 languages of the living being DNA and amino acids. In (15), we show that the third language, the RNA, plays the role of a kind of "neutral element", like the "zero" of mathematics. See the figure opposite (https://www.omicsonline.org/articles-images/2153-0637-5-131-g002.html extracted from 
SIFT DESK
We then wanted to analyze in the same way the "gap" separating 2 consecutive proteins DUF1220. For example, DUF1220 is the first protein of 218 DUF1220 and INTERDUF1220, the gap separating this first DUF1220 from the second DUF1220: DUF1220 at chr1:144423094-144423901 start DUF1220 at chr1:144424700-144425551 A detailed analysis will then make us discover this strange fact: the gap separating the first 2 proteins DUF1220 of the sequence region6 of 218 promoter" sequence ... The consequence is that a more exhaustive analysis of this region of 218 DUF1220 may expose -perhaps -a number even greater than 218 proteins DUF1220! At the start of the long region6, there are therefore 3 occurrences of the protein DUF1220 attached and consecutive. This long region6 would therefore include not 218, but at least 219 DUF1220 proteins. The entirety of this region must be studied in more detail6. It will also be necessary and above all to carry out this same type of ananlysis on individual genomes! Incidentally, the ratios TA and CG at DUF1220 and INTERDUF1220 also show that: Accumulation DUF1220 = TA = 471 Cumulative DUF1220 = CG = 337 That is, 337 ÷ 471 = 0.7154989384 = 2 -"e".
Where "e" is the Euler constant ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E_(mathematical_constant ) e = 2.71828. Indeed, the error is very low: 0.7154989384 ÷ 0.71828 = 0.9961281651 We then carried out the same analyzes on the following 2 gaps. It appears then that they are, on the one hand different from DUF1220 and, on the other hand different from each other. INTER2DUF1220 second gap DUF1220 at chr1:144424700-144425551 DUF1220 at chr1:144426288-144427081 144425552-144426287 >hg38_dna range=chr1:144425552-144426287 5'pad=0 3'pad=0 strand=+ repeatMasking=none -4-Dynamic analysis of the long region of 218 DUF1220. We will now consider a possible dynamic, perhaps "threshold effects" that could result from the number of successive DUF1220. For this, in the long region of 218 DUF1220, we have successively analyzed the periodic spectra: Of the first 5 DUF1220, Of the first 10 DUF1220, Of the first 20 DUF1220, -of the first 50 DUF1220, Here is an overview of these results, the reader will find the complete study in complementary materials (Part IV). Reminder of the sequence of 218 DUF1220: chr1q http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Location/Overview?r=1%3A144423094-149554657 Cas2 : Analyse des 10 premiers DUF1220 : DUF1220 at chr1:144423094-144423901 start DUF1220 at chr1:144424700-144425551 DUF1220 at chr1:144426288-144427081 DUF1220 at chr1:144427831-144428634 DUF1220 at chr1:144429713-144433807 DUF1220 at chr1:144435163-144435809 DUF1220 at chr1:145291607-145336848 DUF1220 at chr1:145293214-145294055 DUF1220 at chr1:145294792-145295601 DUF1220 at chr1:145296351-145297173 1: 144423094-145297173 http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Location/View?r=1%3A144423094-145297173 DUF1220by10 In "Humans and Primates Chromosomes4 Fractal CODES: periodic stationary waveforms charaterizing and differenciating Neanderthal and Sapiens whole chromosomes DNA sequences" (39) we show a sort of hierarchy classifying the 24 human chromosomes. One of them, the chromosome4 would be a kind of leader, "lighthouse" ... and this lighthouse vibrates to the proportions of Phi, the numbers of lucas and fibonacci. Finally, in this article we discover more strange still: Phi and the numbers of fibonacci and lucas no longer appear explicitly. They hide behind a subtle interference, hiding behind a spectrum of numerical periods in the appearance of any numbers. Our intuition is that there exists a link, "dialogues" between these three heterogeneous but subtle mechanisms ... We suggest in this scenario Key lock or transmitter receiver, a probable link between the chromosome4 of which (39) will show that it behaves like a kind of resonance emitter of fibonacci and lucas ... And this famous region 1p21.1 with more than 200 DUF1220 would then behave like a kind of "resonance box", the resonator. Finally, in "Global and long range fractal differences between sapiens and neanderthal genomes" (40), we will demonstrate how the law discovered here seems to apply sometimes even to the scale of an entire chromosome such as chromosomes 10 
